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ECOZ Water-Soluble Odor Controller Concentrate
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ECOZ is available in Classic Neutral (#90-1600 Series), Linen (#90-1900 Series), Lemon (#90-1800 Series) and
S.O.S. (Smoke Odor Solution/#90-1500 Series) fragrances. It is specifically formulated for commercial and
institutional use to treat tough odors on floors, walls and other water-safe surfaces. ECOZ is designed to enhance any
cleaning activity by providing a concentrated measure of deodorization; compatible with other cleaning solutions.
Fragrance does not break down in high heat; zero suds profile, with a neutral pH. ECOZ can be used in wet foggers
and sprayers or added to other cleaning solutions. It is appropriate for hard surfaces, floor/wall cleaning, carpet
extraction, textiles and laundry, and as a room freshener.
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General Instructions/Dilution Rates
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Dilution ratios for ECOZ range from 1:5 to 1:128. One ounce per gallon (1:128) of water is the standard dilution ratio
for these powerful odor neutralizers. Higher concentrations may be desired for a stronger fragrance or when used as
a room deodorizer. When used with wet foggers or sprayers, mix one part ECOZ with five parts water (25 ounces per
gallon).
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When used in carpet extractors, ECOZ Classic Neutral, Linen or S.O.S. are recommended (rather than Lemon), as
citric acid has been known to dissolve rubber seals in machines. When added to a final laundry rinse, add 3-4 ounces
in a commercial-size washer.
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ECOZ S.O.S. (Smoke Odor Solution) is particularly effective in eliminating all types of smoke odors. Achieve
maximum smoke-odor deodorization results and avoid “odor confusion” by pairing the ECOZ S.O.S. liquid cleaning
solution with S.O.S. membranes and cartridges used in Vaportek’s powerful Restorator, VaporShark and Portable
Industrial dry vapor delivery systems, as well as the Heavy-Duty Standalone Cartridge—matching fragrances for a
complete odor control “system.”
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In general, for light smoke odors, add 1-3 ounces of ECOZ S.O.S. per gallon of water; for moderate smoke odors,
add 2-4 ounces per gallon of water; and for heavy smoke odors, add 4-6 ounces per gallon of water. To treat burnt
surfaces, it may be used full strength, applying with a natural fiber brush. ECOZ S.O.S. may also be sprayed onto the
source of the smoke odor with a pressure sprayer, and added to wall and fiber cleaning solutions as needed. To
deodorize and remove soot on smoke-damaged carpet and upholstery, add one ounce ECOZ S.O.S. to each gallon of
ready-to-use cleaning solution.
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NOTE: For use on all water-safe surfaces. Test for colorfastness on textiles in an inconspicuous area before using.
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